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Find out more at www.keeptalkinggame.com Find out more at www.keeptalkinggame.com In these
pages you will find everything you need to know to defuse even the most insidious of bombs. And
remember — One small oversight and it could all be over! The only way to defuse a bomb is to
disarm all of its modules before its countdown timer expires. Each module is discrete and can be
disarmed in any order. Bombs with a strike indicator will explode upon the third strike. The timer
will begin to count down faster after a strike has been recorded. This type of information can
typically be found on the top, bottom, or sides of the bomb casing. See Appendix A, B, and C for
identification instructions that will be useful in disarming certain modules. When this LED is lit
green, the module has been disarmed. Wait, no, electricity is the lifeblood. Wires are more like the
arteries.Only the one correct wire needs to be cut to disarm the module. Wire ordering begins with
the first on the top. 3 wires That’s the kind of thinking that gets people exploded. See Appendix B for
battery identification reference. Perform the first action that applies. If there are more than 2
batteries on the bomb and there is a lit indicator with label FRK, press and immediately release the
button. Releasing a Held Button Based on its color, you must release the button at a specific point in
time Press the four buttons in the order their symbols appear from top to bottom within that column.
Using the correct table below, press the button with the corresponding color. The original button
will flash, followed by another. Repeat this sequence in order using the color mapping. The sequence
will lengthen by one each time you correctly enter a sequence until the module is disarmed. Blue
Yellow Red Green If the serial number contains a vowel I’ll keep this brief, as words only complicate
matters. Using this button label, use step 2 determine which button to push. Repeat until the module
has been disarmed.http://tkquiz.com/userfiles/3gm30f-service-manual.xml
1.0.
Step 1 Complete all stages to disarm the module. Pressing an incorrect button will reset the module
back to stage 1. Button positions are ordered from left to right. If the display is 2, press the button in
the second position. If the display is 3, press the button in the third position. If the display is 4, press
the button in the fourth position. If the display is 2, press the button in the same position as you
pressed in stage 1. If the display is 3, press the button in the first position. If the display is 4, press
the button in the same position as you pressed in stage 1. Stage 3 If the display is 1, press the button
with the same label you pressed in stage 2. If the display is 2, press the button with the same label
you pressed in stage 1. If the display is 3, press the button in the third position. Stage 4 If the
display is 1, press the button in the same position as you pressed in stage 1. If the display is 2, press
the button in the first position. If the display is 3, press the button in the same position as you
pressed in stage 2. If the display is 4, press the button in the same position as you pressed in stage
2. Stage 5 If the display is 1, press the button with the same label you pressed in stage 1. If the
display is 2, press the button with the same label you pressed in stage 2. If the display is 3, press the
button with the same label you pressed in stage 4. If the display is 4, press the button with the same
label you pressed in stage 3. What next At least its genuine Morse Code, so pay attention and you
might just learn something. The signal will loop, with a long gap between repetitions. Once the word
is identified, set the corresponding frequency and press the transmit TX button. How to Interpret
Some have stripes! That makes them completely different. The good news is that weve found a
concise set of instructions on what to do about it. Maybe too concise. Each wire may be striped with
multiple colors.http://www.kapfenberger-schuetzenverein.at/userfiles/3gm30-workshop-manual.xml
See Appendix C for port identification reference. The engineering is pretty impressive, but there

must have been an easier way to manage nine wires. Switch to the next panel by using the down
button and the previous panel by using the up button. Do not switch to the next panel until you are
sure that you have cut all necessary wires on the current panel. Cut the wires as directed by the
following table. Wire occurrences are cumulative over all panels within the module. The defuser
must navigate the white light to the red triangle using the arrow buttons. Warning Do not cross the
lines shown in the maze. These lines are invisible on the bomb. Only one combination of the
available letters will match a password below. Press the submit button once the correct word has
been set.Interacting with the bomb may cause them to become activated. Once activated, these
needy modules must be tended to regularly before their timer expires in order to prevent a strike.
Well, it usually is. This job could probably be performed by a simple drinking bird pressing the same
key over and over again. Imagine if such expertise were used to make something other than
diabolical puzzles. The knob must be in the correct position when this modules timer hits zero. LED
Configurations. Find out more at King County Public Health. PO Box 34986, Seattle, WA, 981244986
Phone 2066255011 These precincts define east, west, north, south, and southwest patrol areas, with
a police station in each. Data contained at this location is generally not reviewed for legal
sufficiency. SPD documents displayed are for reference purposes only. Their completeness or
currency are not guaranteed. Links or references to other information or organizations are for
reference only and do not constitute an endorsement. Such descriptions illustrate why so many
terrorist organizations have been able to use car bombs They can be both technologically
uncomplicated and effective at the same time.
Instructions and assistance in building simple explosive devices are available not just to establish
terrorist organizations, but to selfstarting individuals and small groups spurred to act in the name of
Jihad. The result is the increasing decentralization and the widening distribution of terrorists
technical and tactical knowhow. But the availability of new online resources and the transformation
of Jihadism into a global movement means that future terrorist attacks will increasingly come from
amateurs and entrepreneurs who are animated by Jihadist ideology but who lack membership in
preexisting terrorist organizations. The amateurish nature of the car bombs suggests that the
participants did not have access to the expertise and professionalism of established terrorist
organizations. Also, those behind the London bombs appear to have had a presence in Jihadist
forums, allegedly posting a message heralding an attack in London the day before the bombs were
discovered. Instructional materials detailing the preparation and positioning of car bombs are widely
popular and in frequent circulation. For example, the Encyclopaedia of Afghan Jihad, available
online, includes formulas for calculating the amount of explosives a vehicle must deliver to destroy
different types of buildings. Another document available on Jihadist forums, a guide to positioning
car bombs, instructs wouldbe terrorists to park outside cinemas or sport stadiums in order to
detonate among throngs departing the venue. A third document, a PowerPoint presentation,
contains basic designs of car bombs and other improvised explosive devices allegedly used in Iraq.
The manual includes a number of insights and considerations pertinent to the planning and
executing of a car bomb or truck bomb attack. It discusses the use of different homemade explosives
in car bombs. It highlights the value of attacking buildings with lots of glass to create deadly
shrapnel out of the flying shards during an explosion.
Charts are included to illustrate the positioning and types of bombs needed to ensure the deadliness
of the bomb. They swapped knowledge on detonators and mechanisms of detonation. They discussed
making explosives using homemade substances, including mixtures of acetylene or butane gases and
oxygen, as well as ammonium nitrate mixtures like ANFO and ammonal. One participant
recommended stocking a car with large gas canisters, just like those used in both the London and
Glasgow car bombs. Not only can amateurs download instructions, they can access other members
of virtual Jihadist community to obtain additional knowledge and advice. Rather, they are designed
to incite and inform entrepreneurial terrorists interested in taking up the cause of Jihad on their own

initiative. Traditional contact points have become less accessible due to post 911 security efforts,
which have put travel to terrorist training camps and access to terrorist organizations out of the
reach of many. In such an environment, the internet has emerged as the primary mechanism of the
Jihad movements expansion. Its members are fed interpretations of religion and politics designed to
create myths of victimization and oppression, which are then used to justify violence. When the
process of indoctrination is complete, individuals are encouraged to recruit, train, and equip a small
terrorist cell, relying in part on Jihadist forums for instructions and assistance. To date, there have
been few instances of entrepreneurial terrorism, in spite of the volume of materials on Jihadist
forums and the many fervent calls for violence among their membership. This could be due to a
number of factors, including inconsistency in the accuracy and sophistication of available manuals.
However, they are slowly improving, and incitement to attack remains constant.
The postattack investigation of the UK car bombs has not yet revealed whether the terrorists made
use of this shadowy virtual resource in planning their botched attacks. However, these incidents
show us what an internetenabled entrepreneurial terrorist attack would probably look like
amateurish and simple, but nevertheless disruptive and potentially dangerous.Sign up to our
monthly newsletter here. Voir plus didees sur le theme Off road buggy, Birdcages et Cars. Energy
Diesel Gear Box Manual Color Yellow Bomb a biton14586764. Terrai bainem Just Shift It Bumper
Sticker Vinyl Decal Muscle Manual Transmission Car JDM Car Window Decal JDM Sticker Bomb
Dope Sticker Fits Honda Jeep on Etsy. 27 Feb 2016 US planes trapped the long convoys by disabling
vehicles in the front, to remaining Iraqi soldiers violates even the US Field Manual of 1956.C Drop
bomb. Bombs will explode after a second.Use Peatix for any event and ticketing needs! Coorganizers
can edit group and event pages, access sales and attendee information, manage ticket sales and
more. BIPS 06 provides an updated version of risk assessment techniques, a new concept on
infrastructure resiliency, and identifies new protective measures and emerging technologies to
protect the built environment. The objective of this manual is to reduce physical damage to
structural and nonstructural components of buildings and related infrastructure, and also to reduce
resultant casualties during conventional bomb attacks, as well as attacks using chemical, geological,
and radiological agents. This manual provides design guidance to the building science community of
architects and engineers, to reduce physical damage caused by terrorist assaults to buildings,
related infrastructure, and people. Forgot your username A verification code will be sent to you.
Once you have received the verification code, you will be able to choose a new password for your
account. Your username will be emailed to the email address on file.
Provides a steady flow of the primary source information to registered subscribers. Monitoring spans
Deep Web jihadi forums, inviteonly manualfocused chat groups on Telegram, and other online
platforms. Any person in our country has suffered from the effect of these devices, yet nothing can
be done to avoid the threat only one has to inspect his car personally at each time he has to drive his
vehicle, no tools are available for civilian and in an affordable price to detect a sticky bomb without
risking a persons own life. The existing methods are very expensive yet not available for civilians,
further more it has a number of weakness points that we will discuss later, our proposed method is
efficient, cheap, easy to implement and has no weakness point which may be exploited by terrorists,
it depends on laser 3D scanning for the bottom of the vehicle to form a 3D initial model and store it
into the systems memory, then when a person remotely activate the system it will rescan the surface
for changes and tampers, if such change is found an alarm will be sounded reflecting the size of the
change and locates the foreign body on the cars bottom surface. This method can overcome the
drawbacks of the existing methods and add a new level of robustness for sticky bomb detection
techniques to save lives in our country. Download fulltext PDF The existing method s are very
expensive yet not available for civilians, fur ther more it has a number of weakness points that w e
will discuss later, our proposed method is efficient, cheap, easy to implement and has no w eakness
point which may be exploited by terrorists, it depends on laser 3D scanning for the bottom of the

vehicl e t o form a 3D initial model and store it into the systems memory, then when a person
remotely activate the system it will rescan the surface for changes and tampers, if such change is
found an alarm will be sounded reflecting the size of the change and locates the foreign body on the
car’s bottom surface.
This method c an overcome the drawbacks of the existing methods and add a new level of robustness
for sticky bomb detection techniques to save lives in our country. The diversity of thes e devices
makes it difficult to creat e a single solution to detect them as VAT suggests, which is why VAT
considered a number of variables. 2.1.1 Method 1 Tire Pressure measurement The first method
depended on specific tire pressure me asurements to detect any subtle changes in w eight once the
mock IED w as placed either on the vehicle’s under carriage or exterior. The pres sure w as
measured using a Vernier 12 bit analog todigital convert er to sample a MKS Baratron differential
pressure transducer model 223BD1ABB. Using these d evices in conjunction, a tire differential of up
to 19 m illionths of a pound per square inch could be detected. The readings w ere very distinct.
2.1.2 Method 2 Magnetic field effect detection The second portion of the experiment involved
magnetic measurements using two commercial DC measu ring magnetometers. The more accurate
of the two was recorded by the handheld Walker Scientifi c Triaxial Fl uxGate Magnetometer
because it took all three axes into account as oppos ed to the PNI V2XE 2axis Digital Compass. VAT
affixed a rareearth magnet to different areas o f a 1993 Subaru Legacy station w agon during their
trials. With m any advancements made to the original prototype, advanced under a research contract
w ith the U.S. Army, as w ell as improvements to the core technologies, the team are produced the
fourth generation of this device and finished the commercializa tion of both the CarBomb Finder 3C4
and CarBomb Finder 3C5 for sale by the year 2008. 2.3 DOGS The dog remain s th e uni que tool for
trace detection. The sensitivit y of do g nose is higher th an w e can see at the best electronic
detectors. This is the reason, w hy the dog is able to detect explosives even at low temperatures at
which most detectors are not fully effective.
In fact, we have not qui te exact knowledge about the mechanism of dog s niffing, but this i s not
decisive for practical application. Possible explanations include a slow leak, temperature changes in
the tire, and an incoming w eather p ressure front. The instruments w ere clearly very sensitive and
their readings were in conclusive. The s econd m ethod, although the rare earth magnet detection is
an efficient method yet it cannot detect bombs that uses adh esive, f ast penetrating screws, st raps,
zip ties or putting the bomb i n a cavity under the car. Dogs also h as their own drawbacks since
they are living beings they need caring feeding and cannot be used personally and some people
allergic to dogs also it is religiousl y prohibited for Musl im to come in conta ct with dogs and do
their prayers. There are many drawbacks exists in these systems we are noted the mo st common
and its n oticeable that in Iraq still only manual inspection and observation is the most efficient way
yet it is still the m ost dangerous. 4. The Proposed system The system is basica lly a w eb cam like
cam era mounted on a moving arm that enables the camera to ha ve tw o main movements, the first
one is to lower the camera to the low est point possible under the car to obta in the mo st angle
possible, this is important to reach to the last point of the undercar and to reach a near
perpendicular angl e to the surface of the undercar. The other movement of the arm is scroll tw ist
that moves the camera along the under car from the r ear bumper to the front one in slow sequential
motion each time sample a tri angulation is calculated in laser projection to find the depth and
height of the undercar surface to build a 3D model or compare a n existing one, figure 1.1. An
example of t he triangulation system configuration is shown in Figure 1.4.
Resulting from these equations an x,y,z point that will be used to construct the 3D model to be comp
ared w ith the template t aken for the vehicle earlier, the system can b e activated autonomously and
remotely from a security key chain r emote control w ithout approaching the vehicle itself, this will
preserve lives of course. If any mismatch in the surface scan and the 3D model is found then the

anomaly shape can be isolated using simple imag e difference and the size and the t ype of the
explosive device can then be identified and a counter methods can be applied more efficiently
especially w hen we know the threat itself. Consequently, an alarm will be initiated once a suspicious
change has been detected though alarming technique not mentioned.. Low cost, low power magnetic
IEDs detection method using biaxial magnetometry digital sensors Article Fulltext available Jan 2016
Hamzah Naser Widad Ismail The magnetic improvised explosive devices IEDs, also commonly known
as a type of a sticky bomb, is simply constructed devices yet very lethal. This paper puts forward the
idea of an electronic compass that is capable of sensing the change of a magnetic field generated by
a magnet and translating it into interpretable data, which could act as the base for the further
studies and assist in developing a greener automated system for detecting this device. The
electronic compass is specifically chosen for reducing power consumption of systems in addition to
the fact that it is available at a low cost. View Show abstract Sticky bomb detection with other
implications for vehicle security Article Jan 2010 R. G. Johnston J. Vetrone J. S. Warner A sticky
bomb is a type of improvised explosive device IED placed on a motor vehicle by for example a
terrorist. The bomb is typically attached with adhesive duct tape, or with magnets.
This paper reports some preliminary results for a very rudimentary demonstration of two techniques
for detecting the placement of a sticky bomb on a motor vehicle. The two techniques are tire
pressure and magnetic measurements. There are other possible security applications for these
techniques as well. View Show abstract A 3D scanning system based on laser triangulation and
variable field of view Conference Paper Fulltext available Oct 2005 Joao Guilherme Franca Mario
Gazziro Alessandro Ide Jose H. Saito The most efficient 3D scanning systems use either the principle
of laser triangulation or the principle of time of flight TOF. In triangulation based systems, the range
and depth variation are limited, but they have a great precision. On the other hand the opposite
occurs to TOF systems have low precision, great range and depth variation. This work describes a
development of a 3D scanning system, with precision and range better than traditional laser
triangulation 3D scanners, and also, it is as versatile as TOF systems. A prototype of the proposed
system had been implemented and the results are shown. IEDs are hidden behind signs and
guardrails, under roadside debris, or inside animal carcasses, and encounters with these bombs are
becoming more numerous and deadly in both Iraq and Afghanistan. Department of Defense DoD
efforts to counter IEDs have proven only marginally effective, and U.S. forces continue to be
exposed to the threat at military checkpoints, or whenever on patrol. IEDs are increasingly being
used in Afghanistan, and DoD reportedly is concerned that they might eventually be more widely
used by other insurgents and terrorists worldwide. This report will be updated as events warrant.
View fulltext Article Fulltext available Automatic Detection System To The Sticky Bomb August 2018
Raed Majeed Hiyam Hatem The detection of explosives has become an important area in recent
years for preventing terrorist activities, particularly in areas away from static checkpoints. Day by
day, terrorism is becoming increasingly dangerous and threatens the lives of individuals, new
technology approaches are needed for tighter security rises. A diversity of UnderVehicle Inspection
System UVIS presented to detect such threats. UVIS needed at border customs stations, airports,
embassies, sporting events, etc. In this paper, we present a mobile UVIS, an efficient and moderate
cost sticky bomb detection system that enables individuals to examine their vehicle from explosive
material, while maintaining the security of the vehicle owner. View fulltext Article Automatic
Detection System to the Sticky Bomb January 2018 Raed Majeed Hiyam Hatem Muhanad
Mohammed The detection of explosives has become an important area in recent years for preventing
terrorist activities, particularly in areas away from static checkpoints. Day by day, terrorism is
becoming increasingly dangerous and threatens the lives of individuals, new technology approaches
are needed for tighter security rises. A diversity of UnderVehicle Inspection System UVIS presented
to detect such threats. UVIS needed at border customs stations, airports, embassies, sporting
events, etc. In this paper, we present a mobile UVIS, an efficient and moderate cost sticky bomb

detection system that enables individuals to examine their vehicle from explosive material, while
maintaining the security of the vehicle owner. View fulltext Discover more Download citation What
type of file do you want. RIS BibTeX Plain Text What do you want to download. Citation only Citation
and abstract Download ResearchGate iOS App Get it from the App Store now.
Install Keep up with your stats and more Access scientific knowledge from anywhere or Discover by
subject area Recruit researchers Join for free Login Email Tip Most researchers use their
institutional email address as their ResearchGate login Password Forgot password. Keep me logged
in Log in or Continue with LinkedIn Continue with Google Welcome back. Keep me logged in Log in
or Continue with LinkedIn Continue with Google No account. All rights reserved. Terms Privacy
Copyright Imprint. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.The latter type may be parked the vehicle
disguising the bomb and allowing the bomber to get away, or the vehicle might be used to deliver
the bomb often as part of a suicide bombing .Car bombs act as their own delivery mechanisms and
can carry a relatively large amount of explosives without attracting suspicion.A car bomb also
produces copious shrapnel, or flying debris, and secondary damage to bystanders and
buildings.Since the height of the Provisional Irish Republican Army PIRA campaign in 1991, the
entrance to Downing Street has been closed, preventing the general public from getting near
Number 10. Where major public roads pass near buildings, road closures may be the only option
thus, for instance, in Washington, D.C. the portion of Pennsylvania Avenue immediately in front of
the White House is closed to traffic.The vehicle would be driven to its target area, in a similar
fashion to a kamikaze plane of WW2. These were known by the acronym SVBIED from Suicide
Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Device or VBIEDs. This saw generally civilian cars with armour
plating added, that would protect the car for as long as possible, so that it could reach its intended
target. Cars were sometimes driven into enemy troop areas, or into incoming enemy columns.They
were sometimes used to start an assault.
Generally the vehicles had a large space that would contain very heavy explosives.Though using a
less refined technology, the basic principle of the hellburner is similar to that of the car bomb.A
notable suicide car bombing was the 1983 Beirut barracks bombing, when two simultaneous attacks
killed 241 U.S. Marines and 58 French military personnel. The perpetrator of these attacks has
never been positively confirmed.It approached a target often another tank at some speed, and then
exploded, destroying itself and the target. It was armoured so that it could not be destroyed en
route. However, it was not driven by a person, instead operated by remote control from a safe
distance. It was effectively an armoured suicide drone.Earlier and less advanced car bombs were
often wired to the cars ignition system, but this practice is now considered more laborious and less
effective than other more recent methods, as it required a greater amount of work for a system that
could often be quite easily defused.A small tube made of glass or plastic, the tilt fuse is not
dissimilar to a mercury switch or medical tablet tube. One end of the fuse will be filled with mercury,
while the other open end is wired with the ends of an open circuit to an electrical firing system.
Naturally, when the tilt fuse moves or is jerked, the supply of mercury will flow to the top of the tube
and close the circuit.Strategically, it disrupts the ability of the enemy government to administer the
country, and hits simultaneously at the core of its economic structure by means of massive
destruction.As rescuers started gathering at the school, Kehoe drove up, stopped, and detonated a
bomb inside his shrapnelfilled vehicle, killing himself and the school superintendent, and killing and
injuring several others. In total, Kehoe killed 44 people and injured 58 making the Bath School
bombing the deadliest act of mass murder in a school in U.S. history. It is possibly the first suicide
car bombing in history.
The Omagh bombing by the Real IRA, an IRA splinter group, caused the most casualties in the
Troubles from a single car bomb. Afterwards, they also began to be used against Greene and his

associates. Greene himself was finally killed in a car bomb explosion on October 6, 1977. Car bombs
became a regular occurrence during the war, the Afghan civil conflicts which followed, and then
during the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan. Letelier was killed in Sheridan Circle, in the heart of
Embassy Row in Washington, DC. The most notable car bombing attack was the DAS Building
bombing, which killed 63 and injured about 1,000. Initially conducted as a response to the killing of
Isreali civilians at Nahariya. Largely indiscriminate in its targeting of those associated with the PLO
in south, Lebanon, the FLLF attacks killed hundreds of Palestinians and Lebanese, mainly in Tyre,
SIdon and the surrounding PLO run refugee camps. After 1981, as part of Ariel Sharons policy of
goading the PLO into committing more acts of terror, justifying a military response, FLLF attacks
escalated in intensity and scope, spreading to Beirut and northern Lebanon by September.The
bombing campaign was waged by several groups, most prominently Hezbollah. Yousefs plan had
been to cause one of the towers to collapse into the other, destroying both and killing thousands of
people. Although this was not achieved, six people were killed, 1,402 others injured, and extensive
damage was caused. Both failed to explode. The vehicle caught fire, but failed to detonate. As a
result, there were no injuries from the attack itself apart from the driver, who died of his injuries
several weeks later, and one passenger who was severely burned, although several bystanders were
injured in restraining the two. The attackers appear to have been Muslims unaffiliated with any
organization who were disgruntled about the War on Terror.

